we share with children and animals and the one engaged for a review). However, most of the relevant imaging by symbolic and nonsymbolic number tasks alike-then work has used symbolic number tasks (performed on two straight-forward predictions follow. First, the same number words or digits) exclusively. Here we use fMRI brain region should be engaged not only in symbolic to test whether the parietal regions engaged by symbolic number tasks but also in nonsymbolic number tasks. number tasks are also engaged by nonsymbolic number Second, this region should be engaged more strongly tasks (performed on stimuli such as dot arrays), as is by numerical cognitive tasks than by difficulty-matched tasks that do not invoke numerical processing. The studies presented here tested these two predictions.
Figure 1. Stimuli and Design for Experiments 1 through 3
In each experiment, we scanned subjects on a differnumber processing, it should respond more strongly for the number task than the color task. ent nonsymbolic number task as well as on the symbolic approximate number task of Dehaene et al. (1999) . Each Experiment 2 was based on the fMRI adaptation effect found previously for symbolic number, in which the of the three experiments used a different method to manipulate nonsymbolic processing, allowing us to explore BOLD response was attenuated in the putative number area when the same numeral or number word was renot only questions of localization and domain specificity but also questions pertaining to the format specificity peated (Naccache and Dehaene, 2001 ). We used a blocked fMRI adaptation design (Grill-Spector et al., of number processing.
In experiment 1, subjects were scanned while viewing 1999; Grill-Spector and Malach, 2001), showing subjects sequences of arrays that were either constant or ransequentially presented pairs of dot arrays and comparing either the number or color of the dots in the two domly varied in each of two dimensions: the number of elements in the array and the shape of individual elearrays (see Figure 1A) , with the difficulty of the comparisons matched across tasks. If a domain-specific number ments (see Figure 1B) . We tested whether the BOLD signal in parietal regions that were implicated in number system in the parietal lobe is engaged not only in symbolic (e.g., Dehaene et al., 1999) but also in nonsymbolic processing was lower during "constant" number blocks than during "varied" number blocks as well as whether task compared to a letter-selection control task, replicating the findings of Dehaene et al. (1999) in each of any such adaptation was greater for repetitions of number than shape.
the three experiments. A random effects analysis across all subjects (n ϭ 32) yielded a similar pattern of activation Experiment 3 was based on the report of higher parietal activation for comparison of close versus far digits (see red in Figure 2 ). Activation was stronger in the left hemisphere, but at lower statistical thresholds, bilateral (Pinel et al., 2001) , an apparent neural correlate of Moyer and Landauer's (Moyer and Landauer, 1967) behavioral IPS activations were clearly evident (see Supplemental Figure S1 [http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/44/3/ distance effect. We asked whether an analogous neural distance effect would be found for nonsymbolic number 557/DC1/]). Analyses using published ROIs showed as expected that the approximate addition task resulted in stimuli. Subjects were presented with dot arrays followed by dot flash sequences and asked to judge either significantly greater activation than the letter-selection control task in almost every number ROI we considered which had more elements/flashes or whether the dots in the two sets were the same or different color (see (see Table 1 for a summary of results). Figure 1C ). Difficulty was varied on both tasks in a 2 ϫ 2 blocked design crossing task (color versus number
Experiment 1 comparison) with difficulty (hard versus easy). We tested
We carefully balanced the difficulty of the number and whether any cortical regions were more responsive to color tasks, resulting in nearly identical behavioral perincreased difficulty in the number task than in the color formance across tasks during scanning, both in terms control task.
of accuracy and response time. On the number comparison task, accuracy was 82.8% correct, with a mean Results response time (RT) for correct responses of 578 ms; on the color task, accuracy was 84.9%, with a mean RT of Notes on the Analysis 583 ms. There were no significant differences in either We analyzed the neuroimaging data from each experiaccuracy or RT (paired Student's t tests, p Ͼ 0.05). ment in two different ways. The primary approach was
We observed no significantly greater BOLD fMRI reto compare mean responses in each condition averaged sponse for the number comparison versus color comacross the voxels in each of several regions of interest parison task in any ROI considered (see Table 2 [panel (ROIs) reported in previous studies to be involved in A] for a summary of results; see Supplemental Table S2 approximate number representation. This is the most [http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/44/3/557/DC1/] appropriate method for rigorously testing whether the for complete results of ROI analyses for all experiments). neural response elicited by any specific task or stimulus In fact, the average level of response in every one of condition generalizes to another task or stimulus condithese 47 ROIs was higher during the color comparison tion. We also looked for significant differences in activatask than in the number comparison task, and in many, tion anywhere in the imaged brain volume using random including the critical HIPS region, this difference was effects group analyses; however, these should be resignificant. Thus, our failure to find the predicted higher garded as secondary analyses, as they are less approresponse for number than for color in the HIPS is not priate for directly testing the primary hypothesis that due to insufficient power: we found a significant effect, brain regions previously implicated in symbolic number but it was in the wrong direction. This finding poses a processing should also be engaged in a domain-specific challenge to the hypothesis that the previously reported fashion by nonsymbolic number processing. parietal number area is engaged in representing numeriSeveral different ROIs were used. First, we analyzed cal magnitude for both symbolic and nonsymbolic numthe data in ROIs consisting of all the parietal voxels ber in a domain-specific fashion. showing significant number-related activation in each A random effects group analysis found two regions of several important earlier studies: (1) Dehaene et al.
with significantly higher activations for the number task than for the color task (see yellow in Figure 2 ): one in We also analyzed the data separately for each hemithe inferior temporal gyrus (peak: x ϭ 57, y ϭ Ϫ60, sphere for each of these ROIs. Second, we defined subz ϭ Ϫ9) and one in the middle occipital gyrus (peak: ject-specific ROIs by replicating the symbolic stimuli x ϭ 42, y ϭ Ϫ84, z ϭ 21). Neither activation was close "approximate calculation" experiment of Dehaene et al.
to any area previously implicated in number cognition. (1999) in every subject in each of our three experiments;
Further analysis of these regions is presented at the end individual ROIs were defined as regions showing signifiof the Results section. cant activations in the "approximate versus letter" conOne possible explanation for the lack of a higher paritrast (see Experimental Procedures). We also analyzed etal response to number than color tasks is that number the data in an ROI based on our group analysis of this processing with nonsymbolic stimuli may be automatic. contrast. Finally, we analyzed the data in small spherical If it is, equal activation might occur in "number areas" ROIs centered on each set of peak coordinates for numfor any number-salient stimulus, independent of attenber-related activations in earlier studies listed in the tion or task, leaving a constant-stimulus task manipulameta-analysis of Dehaene et al. (2003 analyzed the behavioral data from our scans to see the 47 "number" ROIs that we considered. A similar pattern of results was observed when we analyzed the whether subjects performed any worse on the color task for number-inconsistent trials (in which the correct reresponse from the second half of each block alone (where adaptation effects should be strongest Figure 2 ). Nonetheless, we did observe a significant shape adand its relevance to the fMRI data.) aptation effect in a different brain region, in the same subjects, with the same stimuli. In the random effects Experiment 2 analysis, well-defined bilateral areas in ventral occipital The second experiment involved a completely different cortex showed a significantly attenuated BOLD redesign, chosen in part for its potential to be sensitive to sponse for stimulus blocks in which individual element number processing even if it is automatic: fMRI adaptashapes remained constant, compared to blocks in which tion (Grill-Spector et al., 1999; Grill-Spector and Malach, element shapes changed with each new array presenta-2001). In this paradigm, the fMRI response is expected tion. These areas of significant shape adaptation (see to be lower for repeated stimuli than for unrepeated magenta in Figure 2 ) are congruent with the reported stimuli in brain regions that process the relevant stimulocus of the shape and object processing region known lus dimension, due to neural adaptation. Naccache One possible explanation for the failure of experiments rigorous control of low-level stimulus features-which would be very difficult to achieve in any other stimulus 1 and 2 to demonstrate nonsymbolic number effects is that they simply failed to elicit a number representation manipulation design involving nonsymbolic number. ROI analyses (see Table 2 , panel B) found no signifiat all; there was no number-related task in the second experiment, and it is at least possible that subjects could cant number adaptation effects in any region previously identified as involved in number processing. The mean have accomplished the numerosity comparison task in the first experiment using low-level, visual strategies percent signal change (PSC) versus fixation observed in the HIPS region (Simon et al., 2002) for the numberbased on continuous quantities confounded with number (statistically), like area. We addressed this possibility different condition (0.11) was actually lower than that for the number-same condition (0.14), as it was in 40 of in experiment 3 using a task that should only be possible on the basis of some kind of abstract representation of the number task in 46 of the 47 ROIs considered, though this effect did not reach significance in any ROI. A signifinumerical magnitude: comparing the numerosity of a dot array to the numerosity of a flash sequence. We cant main effect of difficulty (greater BOLD response also sought to explore the possibility that the putative parietal number area might be responsive to modulation of difficulty in nonsymbolic number tasks, as suggested Behavioral data collected during scanning confirmed that we were largely successful in matching difficulty levels for number and color comparison tasks (see Table  3 ROI analyses found no significant predicted task effect (number Ͼ color) or task ϫ difficulty interaction (number hard Ϫ easy Ͼ color hard Ϫ easy) in any ROI we examined (see Table 2 , panel C). In fact, the interaction was the reverse of that hypothesized-the difficulty effect was more pronounced for the color task than for for difficult number and color tasks compared to easy atory purposes, we conducted low-threshold random effects analyses (see Experimental Procedures for denumber and color tasks) was observed in a majority (25 of 47) of the ROIs considered. As in experiment 1, the tails) for each experiment (see Supplemental Figure S1 [http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/44/3/557/ response was actually higher during the color tasks than during the number tasks in most (33 of 47) of the "num-DC1/]). At the low threshold, several candidate clusters appear. First, several lateral temporal and parietal reber" ROIs considered, and in many, including the critical HIPS region, the differences were significant-this degions show an interaction effect for experiment 3; however, upon closer examination, all of these regions show spite the fact that the number tasks were, on average, slightly more difficult. Thus, again, our failure to find the greater activation for fixation than for any of the experimental conditions, making the relevance of the effect predicted higher response for number than for color in the HIPS is not due to insufficient power: we found a difficult to interpret. Second, a small region in left posterior parietal cortex shows a number adaptation effect significant effect, it was simply in the opposite direction to that predicted by the number domain-specificity hy-(number different Ͼ number same) in experiment 2; however, this region shows a shape adaptation effect of pothesis.
A random effects group analysis showed no regions greater magnitude, and again, the response is stronger for fixation than for any of the experimental conditions, with a significantly greater response to number compared to color. Several clusters showed a task ϫ diffimaking the relevance of this activation hard to interpret. Finally, right anterior parietal regions show (number Ͼ culty interaction (a greater difference in response for number hard Ϫ easy, compared to color hard Ϫ easy; color) activations for both experiment 1 (see yellow in Supplemental Figure S1 ) and experiment 3 (see orange see blue in Figure 2 ), but none were close to previously reported parietal number areas, and in several of them, in Supplemental Figure S1 ), although these activations do not overlap. The fact that very similar contrasts beincluding the lateral temporal cluster showing the strongest effect, all condition means were lower than tween number and color tasks are present in each of these two experiments enables us to ask whether these fixation. One region in the anterior superior parietal cortex did show a significant main effect of difficulty, indelow-threshold activations are reliable and meaningful by testing whether they replicate in an independent dataset. pendent of task (see green in Figure 2 ), and this region is adjacent to the region of activation for approximate Thus, we constructed ROIs based on the low-threshold activations for each experiment (1 and 3) separately and addition.
As with experiment 1, one possible reason for the lack then examined the response in both datasets. The results are shown in Figure 3 . In the ROI that showed of a higher parietal response to number than color tasks would be automatic processing of numerosity. For the higher number than color activation in experiment 1, the activation levels for number and color tasks in experisubjects in experiment 3, we indeed did find significant impairments in color judgment performance for numberment 3 were essentially identical. Conversely, in the ROI that showed higher number than color activation in exinconsistent versus number-consistent trials. These results contrast with those for experiment 1 (see Suppleperiment 3, the activation levels for number and color tasks in experiment 1 were essentially identical. Thus, mental Results for full analysis [http://www.neuron.org/ cgi/content/full/44/3/557/DC1/]). However, if autoneither of these activations was replicable, even for a highly similar experimental design. matic processing influenced both behavioral performance and neural activity, resulting in the lack of an observed parietal number response, we would expect Discussion to see a negative correlation across subjects between behavioral interference and number-color activation dif-
The three experiments reported here failed to support ferences in the HIPS (less interference → more numberthe hypothesis that the human parietal lobe contains color effect). Instead, the correlation between the interthe neural instantiation of a domain-specific mechanism ference effect for accuracy (consistent Ϫ inconsistent for representing abstract numerical magnitude. In exaccuracy) and the (number Ϫ color) fMRI response in periments 1 and 3, ROI analyses showed that regions the HIPS was small and positive (r ϭ 0.11); the same of the IPS previously implicated in numerical processing was true for interference effects in RT (inconsistent Ϫ in fact respond somewhat less strongly for number tasks consistent) and number Ϫ color fMRI response (r ϭ than for closely matched color tasks (see Figure 4) . Ex-0.11). Both of these effects are "in the wrong direction" periment 2 found fMRI adaptation (Grill-Spector et al., and undermine support for the hypothesis that auto-1999; Grill-Spector and Malach, 2001) for repeated matic numerosity processing is responsible for the lack shapes in the shape-processing area LOC, but no adapof observed parietal number activation. (See Suppletation for repetitions of nonsymbolic number in any of mental Results for further analysis of the issue of autothe ROIs tested or elsewhere in the parietal lobe. In maticity and its relevance to the fMRI data.) experiment 3, intraparietal regions responded more strongly to difficult than easy tasks, but did so to no greater degree for manipulations of difficulty in the numAnalyses across Experiments Although our ROI analyses found no support for the ber than color task. These are not "null results" and cannot be explained in terms of insufficient statistical hypothesis that parietal regions such as the HIPS underlie nonsymbolic as well as symbolic number representapower, because intraparietal ROIs did show significant effects-they just went in the opposite direction from tion and processing, it is worth considering whether our data contain evidence for the involvement of any other that predicted by the domain-specific number hypothesis. We next consider the implications of these and preregions in nonsymbolic number processing. For explor- claim that an analog representation for number exists and plays an important role in both symbolic and nontheoretical motivations and implications, Walsh has proposed a "theory of magnitude" in which time, space, symbolic number processing. This latter claim has strong support from a long history of behavioral work, and quantity are all processed by a single parietal "magnitude" system (Walsh, 2003) . While these studies link and cognitive questions about the representation are to some degree orthogonal to questions about where in the symbolic number processing with the processing of a variety of continuous magnitudes, the processing of brain number is represented and processed, or indeed, whether it is localized at all. nonsymbolic discrete magnitude-numerosity-is not assessed. Our results indicate that nonsymbolic numerosity processing does not activate the putative parietal Conclusion magnitude region any more than the same region is
In conclusion, despite the substantial evidence that huactivated by a same-different color discrimination task man adults, infants, and several other animal species that does not involve magnitude. It is difficult to imagine have similar abilities to represent the numerosity of nona coherent theory of magnitude processing that includes symbolic stimuli, that human adults encode symbolic symbolic number and the magnitudes of lines, angles, number in a similar system, that symbolic number selecand luminances but does not include assessment of the tively activates a specific region of parietal cortex, and number of elements in a set.
that this region displays some degree of domain specificity for symbolic number, we find no evidence in these Other Studies three experiments to support the hypothesis that a sinSeveral other imaging studies have involved numerosity gle domain-specific cortical region, with its locus in the judgment tasks and/or nonsymbolic stimuli. Some have IPS, underlies both symbolic and nonsymbolic numcontrasted subitizing and counting ( ., 1999) . In brief, there were two conditions: (1) approximate addition and (2) letter Experiment 2 matching. In approximate addition trials, subjects saw a pair of Visual Stimuli digits between 1 and 9 on either side of a "ϩ" symbol at fixation, Stimuli consisted of arrays of colored shapes on a gray background followed by a pair of "answers" between 3 and 17; the task was to (see Figure 1B) . Arrays consisted of between 1 and 15 elements choose the answer that was approximately equal to the sum of the (from the set [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 11, 15], which consists of the first eight first two digits shown (the correct exact sum was never shown).
"discriminable" numbers, assuming a Weber discriminability ratio Subjects were specifically instructed not to calculate the exact sum, of between 0.75 and 0.80) of one of eight different shapes. Elements but rather to "just pick the answer that seems about right." Subjects were placed randomly (with a constraint to prevent overlap) within in experiments 2 and 3 were given two sessions of practice with a 265 pixel diameter (8.83Њ of visual angle) circular envelope. this task prior to scanning; many subjects reported difficulty supProcedure and Design pressing exact calculation at first but found that with practice they There were four conditions (see Figure 1B ), constructed by crossing were able to complete the task as instructed, and indeed, practice number (same versus different) and shape (same versus different): seemed to improve the consistency of brain activations across sub-(1) number same, shape same (SS), (2) number same, shape different jects. In the letter-matching task, subjects saw one pair of uppercase would consist of four elements, in a particular "number same" block). While a full replication of the original design in each subject would
In "different" conditions, each of the eight different shapes or numhave been ideal, this was not technically feasible, as the scan time bers would occur twice, ordered pseudorandomly, barring repeats. required would have sharply limited the power attainable in our Importantly, the configuration of elements always varied through main experiments. However, preliminary studies that we completed the course of a block-the subject never saw exactly the same suggested that there is no qualitative difference in the regions actiimages repeated. Even in shape-different blocks, elements within vated for the double subtraction versus the simpler approx-letter a given array were all the same. contrast, so we chose the simple design as the most efficient For the sake of continuous quantity control (area, density) the method for establishing ROIs. The effect was sufficiently strong and "colored pixel" counts were varied across the eight shapes in the robust for significant and characteristic IPS activation maps to be same way that number varied-that is, the number of non-gray obtained in all but four individual subjects, allowing analysis using pixels in single exemplars of the eight shapes were N ϫ [1, 2, 3, 4, individual functionally defined ROIs in each experiment. Further, ROI 6, 8, 11, 15] (where N happens to have been 35). Thus, the total analyses based on the full reported set of approx-exact activation "colored pixel area" of stimulus arrays varied in the same way for coordinates (Dehaene et al., 1999 ) validated this approach, yielding (SD) blocks as it did in (DS) blocks. Number-shape pairings for a similar pattern of results as ROI analyses based on our replication arrays in (DD) blocks were selected such that colored pixel area (see Table 2 ). also varied in the same way for these blocks. This kind of area obviously did not vary at all in (SS) blocks. All this simply means Experiment 1 that area variation (and density variation) was orthogonal to number Visual Stimuli variation versus shape variation. Stimuli consisted of arrays of blue-green dots on a black backEach subject completed a total of eight scans. On four of these ground (see Figure 1A ). Dots were either 5 or 7 pixels in diameter scans ("passive"), the subject simply maintained fixation on a central (0.17Њ or 0.23Њ of visual angle), with size constant within any given point while attending to the stimuli. On the other four scans ("onearray, and arrays consisted of between 8 and 22 dots placed ranback"), the subjects attended to the color of the arrays (a dimension domly (with a constraint to prevent overlap) within a circular enveorthogonal to both number and shape) and pressed a response key lope of between 186 and 236 pixel diameter (6.20Њ to 7.87Њ of viwhenever the same color appeared twice in a row. To prevent task sual angle). confusion, on "passive" scans, the color of the elements was held Procedure and Design constant across all blocks within a run. Because fMRI data were A task-manipulation blocked design was used, with identical stimuli very similar, all analyses we present collapse across the two task across tasks (over the course of the experiment). There were four conditions. tasks: number ("which has more dots?") and color ("are the two arrays the same color or different?") along with two other tasks designed to test other hypotheses. Ratios for each dimension were Experiment 3 Visual Stimuli set to match difficulty across tasks, based on the results of preliminary behavioral testing. For magnitude dimensions, subjects made "Array" stimuli consisted of arrays of yellow-orange or blue-green dots on a black background (see Figure 1C ). Dots were 9 pixels in comparisons for a range of eight different ratios, across a range of 
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